Control your home and your energy use

Customize Digital Life with an Energy Package

It’s amazing how much energy you can waste by forgetting to turn off the lights or turn down the thermostat. Make your home more energy efficient with AT&T Digital Life. The Energy Package lets you control outlets and appliances from your smartphone, tablet or PC. Now there’s no excuse!

Get the full Digital Life experience

What if you could remotely turn on the porch light and lock the front door at the same time? Now you can, by pairing the Energy Package with the Door Package. Learn about other Digital Life packages today.

Choose from these features:

- Thermostat
- Indoor Smart Plug
- Outdoor Smart Plug
- Light Switch Control

We are licensed in the following states: CA ACO #7091, Alarm company operators are licensed and regulated by the Bureau of Security & Investigative Services, Dept. of Consumer Affairs, Sacramento, CA 95814; DC 602511000103; DE 11-190 and CSRSL-0057; FL EF20001003 and EF20001090; GA LVA 002310 and Ga. Sec. of State Control #11018719; IL 127.001502; MA 7067C and SS-001878; MD 107-1716; MI Regis. # 8002000003; MN T5667356, NC BPN 007236P3 and NC 14553-L; NJ BL000010; NY 12000297692, licensed by the N.Y.S. Dept. of State; OH 53 89 1700, OK 1904; OR CCB 199880; PA HIC 078833; TX B17159 and TX ACR-1793688; VA 11-T142; WA EC TDIGIDL888D;